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REFURBISHMENT
The quality and finish of your property should be top of
your list in order to be successful in an ever changing and
demanding market. To attract purchasers and tenants
alike it is imperative that your property is up to date with
modern requirements as anything tired and dated will
have a negative effect. Update bathrooms, modernise
kitchens, apply a coat of paint, renew the carpets and in
return you will achieve the most from your investment.
Our experienced and dedicated refurbishment team
can oversee every aspect of a refurbishment project, no
matter how big or small the job. We’ll take care of the
design and renewal of kitchens and bathrooms, as well
as redecoration, carpets and curtains. We can also look
after any minor repairs, electrical requirements, plumbing
issues, external repairs and redecoration to make sure your
property reaches its maximum market potential.
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STYLING &
DRESSING

In a competitive London market, first
impressions are vital and how a property is
presented is the most important factor.
Our complimentary styling and dressing
service is aimed at properties in need of a
quick fix or cosmetic transformation in order
to look their best in photographs, brochures
and at viewings. We have found that a
beautifully presented property will stand out
amongst the crowd, making it top of the list
for those discerning tenants or purchasers.
This service is tailor-made to each client and
guaranteed to transform and improve the
look of a property with immediate results.
Since the launch of this unique service, we
have produced some staggering results and
properties we have styled and dressed have
achieved asking prices within two weeks
of completion.

INTERIOR
DESIGN

Finding the right style and finish for your property
can be confusing, frustrating and time- consuming.
Having the advice of a professional interior designer
to assist with colour schemes, furnishings and layout
will ease the process and make an outstanding
difference to the finish of your property. An interior
designer will work together with you to fulfil your
own personal requirements, making the process
incredibly easy and ensuring the project runs
smoothly. After an initial complimentary consultation
a design proposal is presented to you for your
approval, before completing your property’s
transformation to achieve the look you are after.
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FURNITURE
RENTAL
With high-quality furniture and accessories, you can
transform an empty property into a desirable home.
Suitable for properties either for sale or to rent, the
furniture rental service can provide an estimate straight
from the floor plan, ensuring a quick turnaround from
estimate to installation. In addition, we can also provide
long-term rental furniture and accessories. There are
different styles and levels to choose from, which can be
tailor-made to specific requirements depending on how
little or how much is required.

FURNITURE
PACKS
Give your property the perfect high-end finish with cost
effective and bespoke furniture packs. We are able to
provide furniture for the whole property, or simply items
that can work with your existing furnishings. With a variety
of furniture and accessories available, designs are tailored
to each property and begin with a free consultation,
measure-up and presentation. Timely and efficient, this
service is ideal for those who require a quick turnaround
and a perfect finish.
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GARDEN &
LANDSCAPE
DESIGN

First impressions are sometimes made long before stepping

planting and the help of paving, fencing, trellising, decking,

through the front door. Make the most of a professional garden

lighting, irrigation and lawn laying. We can also provide a garden

and landscape designer, who can transform the outside

cleaning service, as well as maintenance contracts, ensuring that

appearance of your house and garden with carefully selected

your property remains in pristine condition year round.
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In order to line up viewings for your property, both the

important as they can accurately portray a sense of space

online and brochure images of the property need to stand

that photographs cannot. These vital requirements can be

out. As the majority of applicants start their search online,

fulfilled by our professional photographers, who will produce

having good high-resolution photographs that sell the best

a portfolio of photographs showing your property in the best

aspects of the property is also crucial. Floor plans are equally

possible light.
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